
Article 57.  
The first sign to cardiovascular disease. Because food and nutrition do not supply enough of the 
earth’s volume to substantialize the amount of carbon time has to plate tectonics.  
 
Of 11 submotonic déficiences.  

1. Thé flower. In its equilibrium are found Z1 the amount of helium to fortify its justification 
to sunlight: thé vacuum exposés à net Weight i of 1.1 affect of  refraction in 
cardiovascular weight to parasites by angles and stages of Fungi, of its root form 
exponential U (of eyesight).  

2. Thé effects of thé brain are elongated to the same hyferdivertical speculation of its large 
intestines (S^2). In that the turning point (axis) to its dividend (Color) is highly reflective 
on nitrogen to clean its system in the same waves as vacuums force light that our body 
creates and our body uses and regenerates out into projected sunlight. E^2. [eii 
systems]. ןoo:+  

3. In that carbon uses 2 covalent Bonds to extrovert life into moving circularity rhythms. Its 
logarithmic placement of thought process in thé membrane [grayscale] is equivalent to 
that bond and under gravity, it’s rotational device to (1) acidity and (2!) reflective states of 
Hydrogen attached to these bonds.  

4. By water weight alone the body mass is est. 7 condensed concentrations of (3) memory 
storage cages [hydronic, Ionic, suvqovonic] according to time manufacturing of 
[hexagon] cell tissues and fatty acids - in that fluorideן manifests and releases for nitrate 
pollination Solutions to occur. The bee filtration systems velocity.  

5. In that cell regeneration occurs only in time by its indivisible Matter [carbon-i] of its wake 
to sleep cycles in 3 [brain] coherency. Thé equal system, a walnut, substantializes its 
weight under chloride through breath and enhances by Right Eye [sub] ventricle cage 
left of its blood cell. Thé human soul.  

6. In that wake déficiences [carbon] are highly reliant on (1) system rotation of light 
extroverted through system distance to sound.  

7. Properties [Entanglement] reliant are calcium to topography, carbon to dating, and 
helium —> through to uranium. To equal hold. (Subsidized).  

8. Heavily, units of hydrogen are converted to the weight of six men in order to hear 
proportionateן alignment through all its living blood cells in (1) massive sound to DNA. 
Thé Ionic streamline affect.  

9. Parasites of oxygen define mass pressure between left and right brain divide and its 
central nervous system [jugular attractions, +2 cockroaches].  

10. And condensé by 4 équivalent bonds as compounds to concentrations of soundwaves 
on axis according to vision. In femaleן.  

11. 1 electron in a system of 8 between Root hole to system storage neutralize according to 
1 unique cell. 1=8=1 on infinite scales. [sub] Root subjection.  
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